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Dixon's algorithm for the computation fcharacter tables faces two problems--it requires the 
computation fcomplete class matrices, and many such class matrices will often turn out to 
yield no new information. This paper describes a method for overcoming these difficulties. In
addition, an algorithm is presented that has a high probability of determining the two 
characters that span a two-dimensional character space without he need for computing an 
additional c ass matrix. 
1. Introduction 
The character table of a finite group gives detailed information about the representations 
of the group, and hence is of importance in the physical sciences as well as in pure 
mathematics. The characters can be found as the common complex-valued igenvectors of 
the class matrices. This approach was used by McKay (1970) to construct the characters of 
the simple group Jl. In 1967 John Dixon described an algorithm for the automatic 
computation of the character table of a finite group that overcame the numerical 
difficulties related to complex numbers. An implementation f the algorithm is available to 
the users of the group theory system CAYLEY (Cannon, 1984). 
In this paper an improvement to Dixon's algorithm is discussed which usually runs 
considerably faster. For example, the CPU-time required to determine the character table 
of the Sylow-2-Normaliser of Suzuki's sporadic simple group drops from about 40 hours 
to approximately 30 minutes. This improved version will be generally available as part of 
version 3.4 of the CAYLEY system. For the sake of convenience, the notation used in 
Dixon (1967) is restated below. 
Let G be a finite group with k conjugacy classes C1 . . . .  , Ck of size h l , . . . ,  hk. The 
irreducible characters of G are denoted by ;(1 . . . .  , X k and the value of any character X~ on 
an element in class s is given by X~. Let d~ = x~--the degree of X~----and for each s let Cs, 
denote the class consisting of the inverses of the elements in Cs. Define cr~t to be the 
number  of solutions in G to x" y = z with x ~ C, and y e Cs for given z in C, We write M, 
for the k • k matrix whose (s, 0-entry is c,st; these are the class matrices. 
2. Some Theory 
The original algorithm is based on the equation 
. i i ,~k hr Z, hs" Zs hr " zl 
d~ di c'~t 
t= 1 dt 
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So the column vectors (haz~/di . . . . .  hkZik/d~), (1 <iNk) ,  are right eigenvectors of the class 
matrices Mr, (1 _< r < k), and the irreducible characters of the group G can then be derived 
from these eigenvectors. The actual computation is done over a suitable finite field F and 
the result is converted back into the field of complex numbers. 
It seems, however, that the following lemma, which may be found in Burnside (1911, 
p. 303), is more appropriate for this type of application: 
LEMMA 1: 
h"zi/ 21 ~ ;. 
di " = Zs crsr 
s=l  
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of (,) and the fact that crst" ht = cr'rs" h~. 
By Lemma 1, the row vectors (X] . . . . .  X~) are also left eigenvectors of the class matrix Mr. 
As a notational convenience, such a row vector will be equated with the character Zi. A 
vector space generated by irreducible characters will be called a character space and a 
basis vl . . . . .  v,, of such a character space is said to be echelonized if the (k x m)-matrix 
whose ith row is equal to vt is in echelon form. The class of the identity element of G will be 
taken as C1. Thus, a character space is spanned by vectors having a non-zero entry in the 
first position. 
Dixon's algorithm first computes the F-eigenspaces of some class matrix Mr. Each of 
these eigenspaces will then be refined by computing a new class matrix, its action on each 
eigenspace, and the eigenspaces of this action. Eventually, one-dimensional subspaces will 
emerge which give rise to irreducible characters of G, as described in Dixon (1967). Thus, 
any F-subspace which is obtained by a sequence of refinements i  in fact a character space. 
Note that these subspaces are now viewed as row spaces rather than column spaces as in 
the original Dixon algorithm. 
To compute a new class matrix Mr, it is usual to evaluate the equation y = x-  1. z for a 
representative z of some class C~ and all members x of the class Cr, and determine the class 
C, in which the product lies. In this way, the complete tth column of Mr is obtained. 
In order to determine the action of M, on a given character space of dimension m, say, 
with echelonised basis v 1 . . . .  , Vra , it is no longer necessary to know the complete matrix 
Mr, but only those columns n where there is a base vector 0t whose first non-zero entry is 
in position n. In addition, the first column of Mr is always known, since cm = 0 for s # r' 
and ere1 = ICr[. This significantly reduces the time required to compute a class matrix Mr, 
since, in general, not all columns will have to be constructed. 
Moreover, frequently during the execution of the algorithm, class matrices are computed 
which do not split any existing character space, since each current character space lies in 
an eigenspace of the class matrix in question. This problem can be avoided by using the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. A character space V of dimension m with echelonised basis vl . . . . .  v m lies in a 
unique eigenspace of  the class matrix Mr if and only if the subspace W generated by v 2 . . . . .  vm 
is invariant under M,.  
PROOF. Suppose V lies in a single eigenspace of Mr. Then the echelonised base vectors 
vl . . . . .  v,, are all eigenvectors and W is invariant under M,. 
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Now suppose that V has eigenvectors wt and w2 for different eigenvalues of Mr, e.g. 
wl- Mr = 2t" wt and w2" M, = 22" w2. Since w~ and w2 lie in different character spaces, we 
may assume that the first component of both w 1 and w2 is 1, so that 
w~ = vt + a~v~ and w 2 = v~ + ~, b~v~. 
i=2 ~=2 
Since by assumption W is invariant under M,, the first component of vf-Mr is zero, 
2 _ i ~ m. Since 
m 
AI "w~ = w 1 "Mr = vt "Mr+ ~. aivi 'M, 
we see that 21 is equal to the first component of vt. M~. The same argument for wz yields 
2t = 22, a contradiction. 
Since the first column of a class matrix is always known, it is easy to verify the condition 
of the lemma by computing the value of the first component of v~' M,, 2 < i _< m. Thus it is 
possible to determine whether a new class matrix will, in fact, refine any existing character 
space, without actually having to compute the matrix. The next lemma gives some 
information about tensor products. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose 
h i r" Zr'. Zi 
X ~'M~ = d~ 
and let 2 be a linear character. Then 
h i .  (.2 | Z')" M, = r'___X,-.~ 2e. (2 | Z'). 
di 
PROOF. In order to find the eigenvalue for 2 | ~ it suffices to use the first column of Mr. So 
k i h ~e'ze'hr 
E = r = -  (Z lX ' , )  
s= i di 
and this proves the claim. 
3. The New Algorithm 
Quite often, the refinement of the character spaces will yield two-dimensional character 
spaces which normally require the construction of parts of new class matrices o as to 
achieve their final splitting. In many cases this can be avoided by directly determining the 
two characters that span such a character space, by using the following algorithm. 
SPLITTING A TWO-DIMENSIONAL CHARACTER SPACE 
Suppose V is a two-dimensional character space with echelonised basis vl, v2, generated by 
the two irreducible characters X 1 and X 2. Let ~= X~/Z] for i=  1, 2. Since di can be 
calculated from (~1, ~l)a, X ~ can be obtained once ~ is known. As ~ = ~z = 1, ~1= 
vl + al v2 and ~2 = vl + a2v2, for suitable coefficients al and a2. Since (~1, ~l)G = dE2 and 
(~i, ~z)o = 0, one can compute all possible values a i for each possible character degree d 1 . 
For each a~ there is at most one corresponding value of a 2, and as determines the 
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character degree d2. If there is only one pair at, a2 such that d2 is a possible character 
degree, then ~1 ~2 are uniquely determined and Z1, Z2 can be derived. If there is more than 
one solution, the Frobenius-Schur indicator v2 (see Isaacs, 1976) is determined for all 
potential characters ~= d~'(va +ague). The value v2(~ ) must be in the set {0, + 1}. If 
necessary, the ~ are additionally tested for the property l~jl < G. If there is still more than 
one solution for each ~ the algorithm has faiIed. 
The performance can be improved by keeping track of the sum a of squares of the 
degrees of the irreducible characters constructed so far and by deriving the linear 
characters of G from the factor group G/G' at the outset, if m characters have been found 
so far, then the degree of a new _irre_ducible character has to divide the group order and can 
be at most x/~lGl-cr-(k-m-1). 12, where 14:1 is the smallest divisor of IG[. 
This algorithm uses very little CPU-time and thus, in case of a failure, its overhead is 
minimal. If successful, however, the saving can be dramatic. The success rate varies with 
the group, but on the examples tudied it is successful around 907o of the time. 
As the cost of computing a class matrix M~ is proportional both to the size of the class 
Cr and the number of columns required, one may introduce a valuation val on the class 
matrix M~ as follows: set val = 0 and for each character space V that is split by M~, let 
vat= val+max(1, 12-2.dim(V)). This prefers character spaces of dimension less than 6, 
since, when refined, they will give rise to either one- or two-dimensional character spaces 
and thus to new characters. Divide val by ICrl and by the number of columns required. The 
greater the value of val the more cost effective it should be to determine the class matrix 
M~. The new algorithm works as follows" 
Step 1: Compute the classes and the class map for the group G, as well as a suitable finite 
field F. The class map is a function f: G~{1, . . . ,  k} such that x~Cr162 for all xeG. 
Step 2: Compute the derived subgroup G' and compute the linear characters of G from 
those of GIG'. 
Step 3: Compute the orthogonal complement of the character space generated by the 
linear characters in the k-dimensional vector space over F. This is again a character space. 
Step 4: For each class matrix Mr, that has not yet been processed, etermine its valuation 
val and compute the class matrix with the highest value val. Find the action of M, on the 
character spaces that split under M, and refine those spaces. Try to split any two- 
dimensional character spaces that are obtained in the process. 
Repeat Step 4 until all (F-modular) characters have been found. 
Step 5: Find the complex valued characters as described by Dixon (1967). 
The construction of the classes and the class map in Step 1 can be rather complex. Two 
approaches are currently used: the class map f can be created, either as a vector whose ith 
entry contains the number of the class which contains the ith element of G, or the classes 
are found by a random search andf(x-lz) is then determined individually for each product 
x- Iz  that occurs in the computation of a class matrix. The second method is fast, if most 
classes can be distinguished by their invariants (e.g. cycle structure, minimal polynomial). 
It can be further accelerated by determining the orbits of C~(z) on the class containing x, 
as f(x-~z) =fig- lx - lgz)  for a ~ C~(z). The first method seems to be better for groups with 
large numbers of similar classes. The current CAYLEY implementation allows the user to 
choose between the two methods. By default he second method is chosen if IGI > 50000. 
In Step 2 one may also try to find other factor groups of G and use their character tables 
to construct more characters for G. However, in general, such factor groups may not be 
readily available. 
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After a class matrix has been used in Step 4 to refine the character spaces, one may be 
tempted to form tensor products to construct new characters. However, it is quite unlikely 
that the tensor product of two irreducible characters will yield exactly one new irreducible 
character after the known characters have been subtracted. Such an approach is therefore 
better suited for interactive computation where ad hoc decisions can be made. Thus, the 
current CAYLEY implementation allows the user to terminate the algorithm prematurely 
and to feed the resulting incomplete character table, via a standard interface, into the CAS 
system (Neubiiser et al., 1984). 
On the other hand, the tensor product of an irreducible character with a linear character 
2 will be irreducible. But Lemma 3 shows that a character space V = (Vl,..., vm) that has 
been obtained by a sequence of refinements i either equal to or disjoint from A| V = 
(2 | v~,..., t | o,1). As the columns of M~ required to split V will also split 2 | V, the set 
of characters that has been found after each execution of Step 4 is closed under tensor 
products with linear characters. 
4. Performance 
Table l gives the CPU times required by CAYLEY to compute the character tables for 
a sample of finite groups. Only the generators of the group were known at the outset so 
that all required information (group order, classes, class map) had to be computed by 
CAYLEY as well. The cases, where the class map f was evaluated individually for each 
group element, are marked by a * in Table 1. However, the current implementation ly 
determines the orbits of (z) rather than CG(z) on the class containing x. For comparison, 
the time required by the old implementation of Dixon's algorithm is given whenever it 
succeeded in a reasonable amount of time. All times have been obtained on a VAX 780 
running under VMS. 
The first set of examples consists of groups given as permutation groups. In each case 
the degree of the permutation representation has been chosen to be as small as possible, it 
should be noted that in this case most of the CPU-time is spent in setting up the class map 
and determining the class matrices. A more detailed analysis hows that if the class map is 
set up by the first method, then at least 80% of the total CPU-time is required to do this. if 
the second method is used for the class map, then the major part of the time goes into 
determining the necessary columns of the class matrices. 
Table 1 
Group Order Classes Remarks CPU-time (s) Old time (s) 
M~ ~ 7920 10 *Mathieu group 39 600 
M 12 95040 15 *Mathieu group 152 
M22 443520 12 *Mathieu group 563 
ST 5040 15 Symmetric group 49 451 
$1o 3628800 42 *Symmetric group 117 
812 479001600 77 *Symmetric group 868 
A 1 ~ 19958400 31 *Alternating roup 301 
A 12 239500800 43 *Alternating roup 737 
S~N2 21~3 81 Syt2-Normaliser in Sz 1860 120000 
G522221 3 7 75 See Conlon (1978) 47 6669 
G/M2,3,  a 5 6 169 See Slattery (1986) 270 
Bz, 4- 2 ~2 88 Burnside group 87 m 
Sy12($16) 215 230 Syl2 of $16 992 
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The second set of examples consists of finitely presented p-groups. Their 
pc-presentations (see Slattery, 1986) were computed by CAYLEY before invoking the 
character table algorithm, since in this ease the available class machinery is very fast. 
This research was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and he Australian Research 
Grants Scheme (ARGS). The author would like to thank Professor J. Cannon for his valuable advice 
and for implementing the class map function which is partly responsible for the performance of the 
improved algorithm. 
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